080–Parodies

ACROSS
1. In favor of
4. Little devil
7. Come out
13. Regret
14. Become less hot
16. St. Francis _____
17. Once ___ while
18. Border
19. Fit for human consumption
20. Electrically versatile
22. Tail-wagging pet
23. M ÷ II – (II x XXV)
24. Fashioned anew
26. Spaniard's water
28. Holders of certain advanced degrees, briefly
31. Injure gravely
32. "Help! I'm trapped in this puzzle!"
34. "___ thou so?" ("Do you assert this?" old style)
36. Paper source
37. Certain
38. Sword handles
39. Ds, in the key of C Major
40. Chance to hit the ball
41. Opera song
42. Demeanor, slangily
43. Opinion surveys
44. Disapproved of
46. Descartes or Magritte
47. Mag. workers
48. Train that runs east of NYC
49. Shoe company founded by and named after Adolf "Adi" Dassler
52. Make 2 and 2 into 4
53. Finish
55. Second human to succumb to temptation
56. Beneath the surface
59. Carbonated beverage
62. Heavy and slow
63. Measurable precipitation
64. Chinese frying pan
65. Not yet manifested
66. Number that yields itself when multiplied by itself
67. K.C. to Des Moines direction

DOWN
1. Catholic "brother"
2. Sixteenth of a pound
3. Photoshop request?
4. Polar substance
5. Left-leaning US pol who favors 60s London fashion?
6. "Stick" with a spring
7. Fulfill, as orders
8. Crazy horse's mother?
9. Not good
10. Tease
11. Hair salon supply
12. "Able was I ___ I saw Elba"
15. Attorney's flamboyant attire?
21. Adjoining the ocean
25. Little faults
27. Gaggle participants
28. Recommitted even more strongly; also, a partial description of six answers in this puzzle
29. In the country
30. Puts back the way it was
33. Northernmost Baltic state
34. Refuge on a hot day
35. Stated, as a grievance
36. More loyal
40. Imitated mindlessly
42. Three-pronged spear
45. Target for home renovation?
46. Totally mind-blowing mafia boss?
49. Shoe company founded by and named after Adolf "Adi" Dassler
52. Make 2 and 2 into 4
53. Finish
55. Second human to succumb to temptation
56. Beneath the surface
59. Carbonated beverage
62. Heavy and slow
63. Measurable precipitation
64. Chinese frying pan
65. Not yet manifested
66. Number that yields itself when multiplied by itself
67. K.C. to Des Moines direction
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